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SUBJECT

1. Although Mr. Ihrueffichev claims that the Soviet Union
has missiles that can bit atarget anY Dame in the 'Mad with a
nuclear towhead, anima have &great deal of firm evidence an the
Soviet missile development program, end although me estimate that
the Soviet Union =whoa an initial operational capeibilitY to fire
theme missiles against targets in the US, do WAVE the
location of a single operetionel site from which the Soviet Onion

is prepared to fire these missiles. This mamma:
a.

We do not actuelly know if there is soy substance

in Mr. Shrushobev's boasts at the present time.
b.

If the Soviet Union does have an initial 0Pa:rations/

capability to fire missiles ageinst the US we do not know
the number of missiles now reedy, the rate at vhieh missiles
are being added to this ompability, or whether the aoviet's
operational concept involves hard sites, soft sites, a
partially mobile system or an all mobile system.
e. In spite of the great power of the Strategic Air
Commend, BAC bee no means of protecting the US against Soviet
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ICBMs because we are mumble to provide them with the necessary
target information coocerning these weapons.
2. Although the Soviets claim that the wrld power tames
has shifted, end we are enteringinto &critical Period of negotiation
in which relative power will have smolders/tie weight, we are wale
to provide the President and the Secretary of State with the herd
facts about Soviet ICONS to support our evalnetion of the true Soviet
power position. This cannot help but hams their ability to carry
forward these negotiations.
3. The problem of 'am deployment has had a top priority
in the intelligence community for over a year. The Critical
Collection Problems COmmittes has devoted greet effOrt to the problem.
A wide ramie of collection systems have been considered end a/1 of
any likely value have been triad or are now being carried fOrwerd.
On the recommendation of the cm, me mgyroved by the NIB, SSA hes
greatly increased the resources devoted to the collection and
exploitation of COMM and =NT that might produce infOrmation
on ICBM deployment. The problem has been given the highest priority
in the clandestine field..
have

atteumpted

to focus ground

observation against the problem.
4. Another major recommendation of the COPC, also endorsed
by the OBIS, was to employ the MALI= program vigorously in an
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attempt to find operational ICBM Lomb sites. lime that time
there have been two COL= missions. AltbougA both missians termed.
L) a greet deal of useful infOrmation, particularly that relatiag to
Soviet damsel against SAC, neither nisaion revealed an operational
ICBM laundh site (am distimet from the R B site at Tyora Ten).
5. The intelligence community obviously will continue to
push for information on this rabbis through all likely avenues of
attack end same useful inttamatiom mmy be collected.
6. The only way, homer, ia which we can be reasonably sure
that we will 'evettlyeiity. find evidence on the Soviet operational
missile site programa will be through aerial photoersky. It has
been widely accepted in the intelligence community that with aerial
photogrmphy of the right erea in the Soviet Union we have an excellent
dance of identifying soft sites at any time
and hard missile sites
during the cometruction stage. Once a hard site has been ccagklated,
however, our chances of detecting it will be muck lass. We have,
in general, two prospective sources of aerial photogrOONY, the MALICE
Fragrant sod various satellite systems. The photogzsphy produced by
the satellite system, duriag the next two or three meet critical
years will Probably be of gush equality that an cannot count on
finding missile sites on the flask Aside from
exceptions] good
luck in this regard the best that we can count an is being able to
determine suipicious areas whieh will require confirmation by other
means. The CBILLIC3 program is the may metes likely to Prod000
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photogrephy of suffieient quality to assure us that me can find
missile sites.
6.

Throughout the life at the CULT= progrma me have had

considerable success in guiding the vehicle to the right areas
for the collection of latellIonce because me hed good leads from
Other forms of intelligence. In the case ofogemstional
ICSK site., hoer, me have no firm leads. The alssiooe carried
out during 1959 mere directed to the areas selected by deducing
suitable locations for Soviet MOSS and reinforced by smell amounts
of cuestionehie information. We are still in this mnfortunate
situation. The Ad Hoc Revirements COmmittee hes agreed on a
series of highest priority adasioms to be conducted in the fUture.
These missions are also based in large part on logic mina upon
fire infOrmation concerning the location of operationel lent sites.
7.

The only logical solution to the prOblem is to smogs in

a systematic seer& program of those arses in the Soviet Mion most
suitable for the location of IOW sites. Demme of the sine of
ICBMS sod because of the emphasis on rail ficilities at rya:rano,
me believe that the Soviets mill hove either a reil.mcbile or a
rail-served UM systme6 This means thet potential launch sites
mill probably be amemelated with the Soviet rail net, mat the
intelligence community is now engaged in a detailed study of that
net to •i cisirmte unsultAble areas end focus on areas of highest
probability. We believe that, in the Obsence of good leads, the
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only my to give us an ansver concerning the present state of the
Soviet ICM4profigle4 with any high degree of eseurence, is to sesreh
automatically Ur ge PrOPOrtimn of the nowt likely portions of the
Soviet roll net. This of course multi give us coverage of other
important targets in addition to ICBM lamina sites. Mbst of the
missions recommended by the Ad Roc Requirements Committee at the
present time are designed to cover part of the search area selected
as veil as those areas for Shieb there is say shred of suspicious
information. We will need several missions beyond these currently
reccamendel by the ARC, however, if ve are to admisstely carry out
our

search for Soviet launeh sites.
8- Tbe Jmogreasive c0,07400 of successive Cii4LIC1aissiona vill

give us information on the location or *beano. of Soviet MUM sites.
The CHALICE missions are our best hope, and every CMAL/CE mission

eovertug

now

territory in the Soviet Unica hakes it sore likely

that ve mill be able to solve this problem. At the very legit, ve
viii be able to eliminate broad eress of the Soviet Mien frma
consideration, permitting us to focus ell intelligence resources
on a smaller and more strategic area. In addition, the accumulation
of negative evidence Should help us to strengthen our estimates
concerning the maximum size of the Soviet Dal program at this time.

9.

A picture

of me or more ICBM sites will provide essential

information on operational concepts being employed and vill provide

significant leads with *bleb to wide other oollection efforts,
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DD. In view of the situation deeeribed Above, it is recommended
that we seek permission for sn e

use of the CUL= eystem

on a mat urgent bails.
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110BERT AMOY, JR.
Chaineauf
Critical Co.Ueetion Problems Committee
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